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As usual, this is just my opinion, arrived at by the easy online research I give you below

Before we get to Shelly, I want to hit a couple of things in the news this week. To start with, we find
that mainstream scientists are now admitting their fields are rife with corruption and fraud. See this
recent article from the BMJ (British Medical Journal), one of the top medical journals in the world,
going back to 1840. That article, written by a former editor of the BMJ and co-founder of the
Committee on Medical Ethics, is entitled “Time to assume the health research is fraudulent until proven
otherwise?” And his answer is YES. He mentions an audit done on trials in the journal Anaesthesia,
which found 44% had bad data and 26% were zombie (completely fake). He shows the problem is not
limited, but systemic, encouraged by skewed funding and lack of regulation. Also, I may add, bribes,
slushfunds, and a broad lack of integrity in scientific fields, especially at the top. I have been giving
you evidence of it for almost twenty years now my fields, and it is widely admitted, though usually not
this publicly or this near the top. In physics we have seen it most prominently and conspicuously in the
reporting of sunspot numbers, which Air Force took over from NASA and NOAA a couple of years.
They are now suppressing them by over 50%. They also moved solar minimum forward by using a 13month smooth and other finesses.
And in other thoughts I had this week: you have all done those captchas, to prove you are human. So
tell me this: If computers are so smart, why can they not tell the difference between a bus and a train, or
tell the difference between horse and a dog? And computers can't read fuzzy text or text with little
lines drawn through it? Wow, really not going to take over the world like that, are they?

After my recent paper on Hollywood, a reader wrote in and told me he liked Adrienne Shelly, that she
seemed genuine and so her murder must have been real. She was allegedly murdered by a construction
worker in her own bathroom in 2006. I said, “what makes you think the murder was real?” Basically
he said it was because he liked her. But then he got my hint and researched it himself. He quickly
discovered that her director/producer husband ended up confronting her murderer in jail, with cameras

rolling. That isn't allowed, proving it was fake. My reader was so distressed by this, he called the
prison in Coxsackie, and they confirmed that “no cameras or electronic devices were allowed”.
That link is to the New York Post from last November. That is when the HBO documentary came out.
So that is your next clue it was fake: it was pushed by CIA-front HBO, and of course it sells the Menare-Pigs project. We are also reminded she was killed November 1, 2006. Not only aces and eights,
11/1/2006, with 2+6=8, but also All Saints Day, the day after Halloween. Also that her real name was
Adrienne Levine. Could only be worse as a matter of fake events if she was Adrienne Cohen. So let's
see what Instantcheckmate has to tell us about Adrienne Shelly/Levine of New York. Absolutely
nothing. She is there, but her relatives list is the dreaded i, as if the big computer knows nothing of her.
This means she has been scrubbed. Not even a link to her husband, Andy Ostroy. Ostroy is also
completely scrubbed, with the same i. But we can link him to Andrea and Paul Ostroy, since Andrea is
from Weehawken like Andy. But it gets stranger. If we look closely, we see that Andrea is aka
Andrew.

Also notice that “she” has also lived in Reston and Great Falls, VA. Langley, CIA. Andrew/Andrea is
also Jewish, since they link us to Zipora, Yehoshua, and Yehuda Ostroy. So is Andrew a CIA tranny in
his spare time, or what is going on here? Let's click on the Christopher Disch. He is Christopher Judd
Disch of Ft. Collins, and he links us to the Clintons.
Returning to Adrienne, we find an Adrienne Levine, 56, the age she would be today, with Flushing also
on her list. Adrienne Shelly also has Flushing on her list. So as usual, we seem to be finding the
computer thinks she is both alive and dead. They have multiple listings for the same person.
Next let's look at the alleged killer Diego Pillco. The name looks fake already, doesn't it? There are
only 105 people in the US with that surname, according to forebears.io. The story at the New York
Post claims Pillco is in a jail in “upstate New York”. Why not give the name of the jail? Because he
isn't there, of course. Instantcheckmate gives one result for Diego Pillco of New York, and it is Diego
Guambana, 35, of Ridgewood, NY. Right age, and related to Pillcos. Is there a penitentiary for lifers
in Ridgewood? It doesn't matter, since Ridgewood is in Queens, not “upstate” New York.

A prisoner search tells us he is in Coxsackie Prison, south of Albany. So why doesn't the big computer
know that? As I keep telling you, prison records should be some of the easiest for these computers to
gather, since they are government and public. But the big people search computers have no listing for
him there. As you see, they do have listings for him in Newport News, VA. Strange, since that is highdollar real estate, being a big military and aerospace hangout. It is of course the site of Joint Base
Langley-Eustis. Same for Stockton, CA, known for golf courses and Echo Base. Same for El Paso, the
site of Ft. Bliss, the largest army base in the US. So that was informative, wasn't it?
Let's also run some of his relatives. Fausto Guambana appears to be an older brother, being age 39. He
has an AP address, meaning he is US military. Also Colorado Springs and Ft. Carson, same thing.
Claudia Guambana-Pillco is a healthcare specialist in the US Army, living in Seattle. She attended
University of Maryland and has a certificate of accounting. She also worked in Nuremberg, Germany.
This is from her LinkedIn page. So this family is really not sounding like a family of poor illegal
aliens.
Carlos Guambana-Pillco also has a LinkedIn page, and there we learn he is also US Army, 12-year
veteran. He has an MS in clinical psychology and is working on his PhD at Capella University. He
was also in Germany for eight years.
Deyci Guambana-Pillco is an accountant in Stamford, CT. Through Victor Guambana we link to the
Milners, a big spook family we have seen many times, linking us straight to . . . Hitler. No, seriously.
See the Milner Group, led by Alfred, 1st Viscount Milner. Not a name you would think this poor
immigrant Pillco would be linked to with so little research. Milner was War Secretary during WWI
and later became Secretary of State for the Colonies. That is, for us, the US. He was the trustee for
Cecil Rhodes' estate.
Also of interest is that Ostroy sued the construction company Pillco was allegedly working for, for
accessory to murder. Not sure how a construction company could be liable for a CIA project, but there
it is. The judge shot it down. Ostroy then started the Adrienne Shelly Foundation, to give money to
women to make more Men-are-Pigs movies. As if we didn't have enough of those to start with. One of
the first recipients was Cynthia Wade, for her LGBT film Freehold, about same-sex partner pension
benefits. Chloe Zhao also received money from the Foundation, and she is now heavily promoted by
Intelligence, having won Best Director in 2021 for Nomadland. That film is beautifully shot and
produced, but it is CIA propaganda nonetheless. It has a running time of 108 minutes, signaling that,
but I don't need that signal. I can see from the preview it is prepping for you for the near future of
homelessness they have in store for you, trying to make it seem like a romantic adventure. I found the
whole thing really depressing, like a very long adult diapers ad. I am not the only one who felt this.

See this youtube video, which expresses it fairly well.

